
 
ACTUALISATION / ABSTRACT: 
 
NETWORKED MUSIC PERFORMANCE – EMBRACING DISTANCE 
This presentation includes a networked music performance (NMP) of the composition 
Embracing Distance composed within a short case study as part of my artistic research at the 
Department of Creative Studies/ Umeå university. The composition explores new artistic 
possibilities, which may arise in a NMP. More specifically, experiment with interaction 
between three approaches to dynamics and include the acoustics of the room as a 
significant parameter in the composition. The presentation aim to in relation to the 
performance raise a discussion around challenges for artistic researchers “working together” 
with artists, collectives or institutions outside the artistic research community. More 
specifically, aspects of funding and collisions of interests may be discussed. 
Presentation/Performance: 10 min. Discussion: 15 min. 
 
BACKGROUND NETWORKED MUSIC PERFORMANCE (NMP) 
One of the first attempts by researchers to define the musical format Networked Music 
Performance (NMP) was made in 2001 with the definition: ”When a group of musicians, 
located at different physical locations, interact over a network to perform as they would if 
located in the same room”. However, the artistic idea of remote musical collaborations 
informing a NMP could be traced back to experiments by John Cage in the 1950´s. Since the 
development of high-speed internet several projects have been exploring different artistic, 
social and political aspects of the field of NMP. Indeed, the recent extensive world-wide 
restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic have made the NMP format more relevant than 
ever. As a result we can now experience an increased exploration of NMP´s among artists 
and researchers around the world. Telematic Performance is a close related term to NMP 
found within the field. 
 
RESEARCH SETTING 
This spring I initiated a project with an aim to explore different artistic perspectives on NMP 
as a performance concept within contemporary art music. More specifically, to explore 
challenges and possibilities which may arise in composition and performance processes 
embracing the NMP format. Any attempt to perform music when sound is transferred over a 
network requires engagement with the issue of latency. A Latency Accepting Approach (LAA) 
is the starting point for this research with an aim to let the conditions of the NMP format to 
influence the artistic processes. The research is carried out in multiple iterations / short case 
studies inspired by action research. Each iteration includes three key steps: planning, action 
and analyse of results. Consequently the result of one iteration informs the planning process 
of the next iteration. The first iteration was carried out in collaboration with Norrbotten Neo 
chamber ensemble and included the premiere of the composition Latency Music. Eight 
musicians were performing together in real-time from eight different locations In Sweden 
conducted by a rolling screen score. However, this presentation is focusing on the second 
iteration of the project where the composition Embracing Distance was composed and 
performed.  
 
EMBRACING DISTANCE – Networked Music Performance from Australia, USA, Sweden.  



Embracing Distance focus on artistic possibilities made possible with NMP. More specifically, 
experiment with interaction between three approaches to dynamics (1.musician + 
instrument, 2.electronic amplification, 3.position towards microphone) and include the 
acoustics of the room as a significant parameter in the composition (work with proximity-
distance where the acoustics of the rooms are given different roles depending on the 
musicians' positions in the room versus the microphone). Embracing Distance is composed 
for six musicians and the premiere was performed in september 2020 by musicians from 
Australia, USA and Sweden. The premiere performance was a collaboration between 
composers/ researchers Anders Lind (SE), Cat Hope (AU) and musicians from the three 
ensembles Norrbotten Neo [SE], Mise-EN ensemble [US] and Decibel New Music Ensemble 
[AU]. 
 
 
PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS 
The Networked Music Performance of the composition Embracing Distance will be broadcast 
through a youtube channel. The conference participators will be given a youtube-link to be 
able to follow the performance in real-time. After the performance the discussion will take 
place on whatever platform you decide. Since some of the participating musicians in the 
performance are freelance artists a minor fee for them may be required. Below is a videolink 
to the performance of Latency Music from the first iteration of the research project. 
 
Networked Music Performance of Latency Music: https://vimeo.com/417086353 
 
BIO 
Anders Lind, composer and associate artistic professor at the Department of Creative 
Studies/ Umeå University/ Sweden. Lind develops and explores new performance practices 
within contemporary art music. His artistic research projects often involve novel interactive 
instruments/ platforms and/or animated music notation. MobilePhoneOrchestra.com, LINES 
interactive sound art and The Max Maestro – animated notation are examples of novel 
platforms developed by Lind.  
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